A cool phase of the interstellar medium has been observed in many giant elliptical galaxies, but its origin remains unclear. We propose that uneven heating from Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia), together with radiative cooling, can lead to the formation of the cool phase. The basic idea is that since SNe Ia explode randomly, gas parcels which are not directly heated by SN shocks will cool, forming multiphase gas. We run a series of idealized high-resolution numerical simulations, and find that cool gas develops even when the overall SNe heating rate H exceeds the cooling rate C by a factor as large as 1.4. We also find that the time for multiphase gas development depends on the gas temperature. When the medium has a temperature T = 3 × 10 6 K, the cool phase forms within one cooling time t c,0 ; however, the cool phase formation is delayed to a few times t c,0 for higher temperatures. The main reason for the delay is turbulent mixing. Cool gas formed this way would naturally have a metallicity lower than that of the hot medium. For constant H/C, there is more turbulent mixing for higher temperature gas. We note that this mechanism of producing cool gas cannot be captured in cosmological simulations, which usually fail to resolve individual SN remnants.
INTRODUCTION
Most massive elliptical galaxies in today's universe are thought to be "red and dead": most stars are old and the ongoing star formation activity is very low. The interstellar medium (ISM) is mainly hot and tenuous, with T > 10 6 K. However, cool 1 gas and dust have been increasingly detected in a significant fraction of elliptical galaxies (Phillips et al. 1986; van Dokkum & Franx 1995; Knapp & Rupen 1996; Macchetto et al. 1996; Sarzi et al. 2006; Combes et al. 2007; Young et al. 2011; Alatalo et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2016) . Volume-limited surveys of elliptical galaxies find that 20-30% of the systems have CO emission, with estimated molecular masses in the range 10 7 − 10 9 M (Welch et al. 2010; Young et al. 2011 ). An ionized phase with temperature around 10 4 K is also detected, although the mass is much less (Kim 1989; Buson et al. 1993; Goudfrooij et al. 1994; Macchetto et al. 1996; Pandya et al. 2017) .
The origin of the cool gas is unclear. Several scenarios have been proposed. Externally, galaxy mergers and filamentary accretion may bring in fresh cool gas (Sarzi et al. 2006 (Sarzi et al. , 2010 Young et al. 2011; Pandya et al. 2017) . Internally, mass loss from evolved stars may supply cool gas (Parriott & Bregman 2008; Li et al. 2019) . Cold gas may also form out of the hot phase due to local thermal instabilities (Balbus & Soker 1989) . Observationally, the morphology of the hot gas is more irregular in systems hosting cool ISM, with a lower entropy at the outskirts, suggesting that the thermal instability is at work (e.g. Werner et al. 2014) .
There have been a lot of theoretical/numerical studies on thermal instabilities in hot halos in massive galaxies and galaxy clusters (see Voit et al. 2017, and references therein) . Since most of the massive systems are observed to be in rough global thermal equilibrium (with no classical cooling flow), most of the numerical simulations either superimpose global equilibrium Sharma et al. 2012) or achieve a quasi-steady state where AGN heating globally balances cooling (Gaspari et al. 2012b; Li et al. 2015b; Wang et al. 2019) . In these simulations, thermal instabilities may develop because of a local imbalance between cooling and heating (Meece et al. 2015) , AGN jet uplifting (Li & Bryan 2014) , and turbulence (Voit 2018) .
Feedback from Type Ia Supernovae (SNe Ia) explosions is important in keeping the gas hot in elliptical galaxies. It has been shown that the total energy from SNe Ia is on the same order of magnitude as the radiative cooling Voit et al. (2015) . SNe Ia are from the old stellar populations, and their locations are random. Each explosion releases roughly 10 51 ergs of energy, which drives a blast wave into the ISM, heating the gas. Many SNe Ia together maintain a hot ISM, and may even drive global outflows (Tang et al. 2009 ).
In a series of two papers, we study the feedback from SNe Ia on the hot ISM of elliptical galaxies. In this paper, we propose that the random heating by SNe Ia, together with radiative cooling, would result in multiphase gas, even when the overall heating rate H is moderately larger than the cooling rate C. This mechanism can only be captured when individual SN remnants are resolved (∼10 pc), which is beyond the capability of current cosmological simulations (resolutions kpc). Thus these simulations can miss an important mechanism to produce cool gas in the ISM. In a companion paper (Paper II), we investigate the energetics and turbulence of the medium under the impact of SNe Ia. We find that SNe Ia provide unique feedback to the hot ISM, which is much more complex than a volumetric heating source, as is commonly assumed. The majority of their impacts are not shown when SNe are under-resolved.
We organize our paper as follows. In Section 2, we estimate analytically the amount of gas that will cool down, due to the uneven heating from SNe. In Section 3 we describe the setup of a set of numerical experiments to test the proposed idea. We then present our simulation results in Section 4. We discuss the implications for galaxy evolution and cosmological simulations in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6. This is a paper from the Simulating Multiscale Astrophysics to Understand Galaxies (SMAUG) collabo-ration 2 , a project intended to improve models of galaxy formation and large-scale structure by working to understand the small-scale physical processes that cannot yet be directly modeled in cosmological simulations.
FORMATION OF COOL PHASE DUE TO UNEVEN HEATING OF SUPERNOVAE
In this Section, we propose the basic picture for the formation of cool phase due to the uneven heating of Type Ia SNe. We give a quantitative estimate of the time when cool gas forms and how much cool gas there will be. We then show that this can happen even when the overall SNe heating rate H is larger than the radiative cooling rate C.
The basic idea is that each SN Ia only heats a finite volume of gas. Since SNe Ia are the end results of old stellar evolution, the locations of the explosions follow the old stellar population, but are otherwise located randomly. Because of the stochastic nature, some part of the hot ISM may not be heated by any SNe within its cooling time, thus it will cool (assuming other heating processes are negligible).
Before we proceed to the quantitative calculation, we first emphasize that the general evolution of SNR in a hot, tenuous medium is quite different from that in the warm/cool ISM, typical of spiral galaxies. Unlike the later case, a SNR in a hot medium does not produce a cooling shell. The excludes the possibility that the cool gas is formed near the shock front of each individual SNR. The standard picture of a SN-driven spherical shock includes four evolutionary phases: (i) free expansion, when the SN ejecta moves ballistically; (ii) Sedov-Taylor phase, during which the total energy is conserved; (iii) cooling stage, when radiative cooling becomes important and a thin shell forms at shock front; (iv) fadeaway, when the blast wave fades into a sound wave (Chevalier 1974) . In a medium that is cool and relatively dense, like the ISM of a spiral galaxy, all four stages are present. In a hot and tenuous medium, however, the cooling is usually inefficient and the sound speed of the medium is large, so the blast wave decays into a sound wave before cooling becomes significant. As a result, the formation of a thin shell is missing (Mathews 1990; Tang & Wang 2005) . In star-forming spiral galaxies, a cool shell forms when the shock velocity drops to about 100 km s −1 , and when the post-shock temperature is close to the peak of the cooling curve. So when the sound speed of the ISM is larger than 100 km s −1 , the pressure equilibrium is reached before cool shell formation.
Derived in detail in Appendix B, we find that the ISM condition for the absence of a shell formation is that the density of the ISM is less than a critical value, which is temperature-dependent,
where T 6 = T /10 6 K, E 51 = E SN /10 51 erg, and α is a free parameter of order unity. This condition is generally satisfied for the hot ISM of elliptical galaxies, some galactic bulges of spiral galaxies, and galaxy clusters. The blast wave driven by a SNR fades into a sound wave when the pressure inside the SN bubble is comparable to that of the ambient medium, that is,
where P is the pressure of the ambient gas, E SN is the energy released by a SN, V SN is the volume occupied by the blast wave, and γ is the adiabatic index. For a fully ionized plasma, γ = 5/3. The corresponding radius when fade-away happens in a uniform medium with a number density n and temperature T is then
where T 7 = T /10 7 K, n 0.02 = n/0.02 cm −3 , and E 51 = E SN /10 51 erg. The medium has a cooling rate C = n 2 Λ, where Λn is the cooling rate per proton. Assuming collision ionization equilibrium, Λ only depends on temperature. The isochoric cooling time of the medium is
Assuming SNe explode at a constant rate S (per volume per time), the volume-averaged heating rate is H = SE SN . Since the locations of SNe are independent, the fraction of unheated gas, f unh , averaged over many realizations, decreases with time (McKee & Ostriker 1977) ,
Solving this equation gives an exponential decline of f unh (assuming t = 0 is when SNe start to explode): This indicates that, after t =t c,0 , e −H/C of the volume will not be covered by any SN bubbles. As a result, the unheated gas will cool down, and the medium becomes multiphase. Furthermore, the cool phase can form even when H/C > 1. Note that H and C are spatiallyaveraged quantities over a volume V SN . When a parcel of gas is not heated, the time for it to form a cool phase (T c 10 4 K) is not exactly t c,0 . This is because during the cooling process, the gas temperature decreases, so the cooling rate changes as well. More precisely, we should use the cooling time that is the integral of the cooling rate over the range of T as gas cools, that is,
The coefficient 3/2 assumes the cooling is isochoric; in the isobaric limit, the coefficient should be replaced by 5/2. For the cooling curve we adopt in this paper, the ratio of t c,1 /t c,0 is shown in Fig. 1 . In the calculation, we take T c = 2 × 10 4 K. The ratio is not sensitive to the exact value of T c , as long as it is around 10 4 K. The integrated cooling time t c,1 determines when the cool phase starts to occur. For a cool phase formation cycle, the mass fraction of cool phase as a function of time is a step function, As soon as the cool phase develops, the remaining hot gas expands to fill the space, and the above cycle starts again (with different C, t c,0 and t c,1 since the mean density of hot gas is lower). Eq. 8 indicates that if t c,1 /t c,0 < 1, the formation of the cool phase is further promoted by having an earlier onset than t c,0 and a larger fraction of cool gas than e −H/C . Conversely, if t c,1 /t c,0 > 1, the development of cool phase is delayed later than t c,0 and the amount of cool gas is less than e −H/C .
NUMERICAL SETUP
Now we turn to numerical simulations with full hydrodynamics to test the mechanism of forming cool gas proposed in Section 2.
The simulations are performed using the Eulerian hydrodynamical code Enzo . The boundary conditions are periodic for all three directions. We use the finite-volume piece-wise parabolic method (Colella & Woodward 1984) as the hydro-solver. For the radiative cooling, we use the cooling curve from Rosen & Bregman (1995) , for the temperature range of 300 − 10 9 K, assuming a gas metallicity of a half solar value. The cooling curve is shown in Appendix 1 (Fig.  A1) . The resolution and box size scale with R fade for the initial medium. Each SN is implemented as injecting E SN = 10 51 erg thermal energy, m SN = 1 M , and a fixed amount of "color", m color , a tracer fluid (passive scalar) that follows the mass. These quantities are evenly distributed in a sphere, with an injection radius 0.5R fade . The resolution is chosen so that R fade for the initial medium is equal to the length of six computational cells. Since R fade is resolved in our simulations, the blast wave will automatically evolve into the Sedov-Taylor solution, with an energy partition of roughly 30% kinetic and 70% thermal. Each box size is 20 R fade .
We start each simulation with a uniform, static medium, with a gas number density n, and a temperature, T . We list all our simulations in Table 1 . The input parameters of n and T are based on the observed range of hot gas in elliptical galaxies. The third column of Table 1 lists the typical galactocentric distance for the corresponding n in observed giant elliptical galaxies . SNe are injected at random locations in the box, with a constant frequency S. The value of S for each run is listed in Table 1 . In reality, S depends on the local stellar density (and age of those stars) Cappellaro et al. (1999) ; Pain et al. (2002) ; Maoz & Graur (2017) . For a rough estimate, S scales with the stellar density ρ * as S ∼ 5 × 10 3 Myr kpc −3 (ρ * /10 11 M kpc −3 ) (Scannapieco & Bildsten 2005) . The overall SNe Ia heating rate in the box is thus H ≡ SE SN . This is in comparison with the radiative cooling rate of initial condition, C ≡ n 2 Λ(T ). There is evidence for H/C ∼ 1: Observationally, thermal balance is seen in giant elliptical galaxies for a wide range of radii (e.g. Voit et al. 2015) . Theoretically, if H/C is out of the equilibrium, the system will adjust itself. For example, if H > C, gas will be heated and expand, where the extra heat is converted into motions; if H < C, gas will cool and the density of hot gas decreases until H ∼ C in the hot phase (e.g. Maller & Bullock 2004) . For the fiducial runs, we set S so that H/C = 1.02. We also vary H/C, to see how results depend on this parameter. Each run is represented by a name that encodes its n, T , and H/C. For example, "n0.02-T1e7-H0.8C" means n = 0.02 cm −3 , T = 10 7 K, and H = 0.8C. If H/C is not indicated, then the fiducial value 1.02 is used. The discretization of the computational cells affects the energy of each SN at the 1% level. Each simulation runs for 4t c,0 (t c,0 is also calculated for the initial n and T ).
RESULTS
We have carried out a set of simulations with different n and T in order to find whether multiphase gas appears and when. Before examining the general trend systematically, it is worth looking at two representative cases to understand the basic evolution of the gas. 4.1. Case 1: T = 3 × 10 6 K We use the run n0.02-T3e6 as an example to illustrate the 3 × 10 6 K case. The cooling time for the medium Figure 2 . Slices of number density, color, pressure, and f color for n0.02-T3e6, right before (t = 70 Myr, upper four panels) and after (t = 90 Myr, lower four panels) the multiphase formation. Cool gas (centered on by the white circles) forms preferentially in regions with relatively high densities, low temperatures and low f color .
at the beginning of the simulation is t c,0 = 90 Myr. We define the time when multiphase begin as t multi , which is 75 Myr for this run.
The upper four panels of Fig. 2 show slices of density, temperature, pressure and color fraction at 70 Myr, right before the formation of cool gas. The SN color fraction, f color , is defined as the ratio between the color density and gas density (similar to metallicity), normalized to that of the SN ejecta. The medium is visually inhomogeneous, with signs of SN bubbles. The spatial variation of density and temperature is about a factor of 10. The pressure varies much less than density or temperature, although spherical blast waves/sound waves driven by SNe are visible. It is most obvious in the f color panel which part of gas has had SNe explosions: areas with darker shades have been polluted by SN "colors", whereas regions with light shades have not been impacted by SNe directly. Comparing f color with the other panels, one can see that low f color corresponds to higher densities and lower temperatures, and vice versa.
The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows slices at t = 90 Myr, after the cool phase forms. The cool gas is seen as tiny clumps that have the highest densities and lowest temperatures (centered on white circles). Comparing to the plots at t = 70 Myr, one can see that the cool phase forms in regions with low f color . Note that the cool clumps do not form at the shock front of individual SNR.
To better see the correlation of physical properties of the inhomogeneous gas, we plotted in Fig. 3 two phase diagrams at t =70 Myr, before the cool phase formation (same time as the first snapshot of Fig. 2 ). The upper panel shows the isochoric cooling time t c,0 versus f color , color-coded by the total mass. At the beginning of the simulation, all gas resides in a single point on the diagram: t c,0 = 90 Myr and f color =0. The dashed line shows the initial t c,0 . At t =70 Myr, t c,0 spans about 3 orders of magnitude, and f color spans 5 orders of magnitude. There is a fairly tight correlation between t c,0 and f color : gas with long t c,0 tends to have higher f color . This is easy to understand: the heating and rarefaction effect of the blast waves make hot, tenuous bubbles, which arrive at a rough pressure balance with the ambient medium at R fade . For T 10 5 K, at fixed pressure, t c,0 is shorter for lower temperatures. New SNe bubbles have the highest f color and longest t c,0 . The tightest correlation of t c,0 and f color seen in the upper-right part of the plot, arises from these new SNe bubbles. The majority of the gas has t c,0 > 90 Myr, but some gas has t c,0 90 Myr. The short-t c,0 tail will form the cool phase within 10 Myr.
The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows density versus temperature, color-coded by the isochoric t c,0 . The star symbol indicates the initial condition. The distribution of temperature and density lie roughly along a constant pressure. Gas now has temperatures and densities both above and below the original value. Gas with the shorter cooling time (darker color shade) has higher densities and lower temperatures. These features are consistent with the expectations described in Section 2. The medium becomes inhomogeneous under the impact of Type Ia SNe. The gas that is going to become part of the cool phase (i.e. has the shortest t c,0 ) has the lowest f color , largest density, and lowest temperature. This gas has been outside of any SNe bubbles. Now we turn to more quantitative analysis, by examining when cool gas starts to form and how much cool gas forms with time. Fig. 4 shows the fraction of mass in the box that is in the cool phase (T < 2 × 10 4 K), as a function of time. The cool phase occurs at about 0.8t c,0 . After that, the mass of the cool phase appears to accumulate rapidly: by t c,0 , 13% of mass in the box is cool; by 2t c,0 , about 55% of the mass is cool. We warn, however, that the accumulation rate of the cool phase may not be accurate, since (1) the cool phase, once formed, is not well resolved, (2) some relevant physics -such as thermal conduction -is not included, and (3) we have neglected the larger context and gravitational field of the elliptical. The dashed line indicates the theoretical estimate from Eq. 8. Plugging in relevant parameters, Eq. 8 shows that the onset of cool gas formation is predicted at 0.30t c,0 , and 67% of the mass would be in cool phase after that. The simulation results, on the other hand, show a later start of multiphase gas formation, and a slower accumulation of cool mass over time. This suggests that the simple expectation where all gas unheated by SNe cools at t c,1 has something missing, and possibly that hydrodynamical effects are playing a role. We will discuss this further in Section 5.
4.2.
Case 2: T = 10 7 K Now we discuss a run with a higher initial temperature, 10 7 K. We find that the multiphase gas is, once again, produced, but not until 2-3t c,0 has elapsed, in contrast to the lower temperature case, where the cool phase occurs before t c,0 . We use the run n0.08 − T1e7 as an example. Such gas has an isochoric t c,0 =133 Myr. Fig.  5 shows the fractional mass in the cool phase as a function of time (similar to Fig. 4 ). As one can see, the cool phase does not form until t ≈ 2.7t c,0 , which is about 375 Myr. By the end of the simulation, only 27% of mass is in the cool phase. It is expected, from Eq. 8, that the cool phase formation time would be later, and the mass fraction of cool gas is less, compared to the lowertemperature run of n0.02-T3e6. For n0.08-T1e7, t c,1 ≈ 0.85t c,0 . Therefore, according to Eq. 8, the cool phase would form at 0.85t c,0 with a mass fraction of 0.42, comparing to 0.39t c,0 1 amd 0.67% mass fraction for n0.02-T3e6. Quantitatively, however, the actually formation time of cool gas in the simulation is much more delayed.
To better understand what is causing the delay, we plotted in Fig. 6 the phase diagram of temperature versus density, color-coded by the isochoric t c,0 at two times in this simulation. The upper panel is for t =120 Myr, slightly before t c,0 (133 Myr), and the lower panel is for t =340 Myr, somewhat before the cool phase forms (375 Myr). The star symbols indicate the initial condition of the gas. At 120 Myr, the distribution of gas density and temperature do broaden over time, similar to what was seen for the n0.02-T3e6 run. That said, the shortest t c,0 which is around 90 Myr, does not fall much below the initial value of 133 Myr. This means that not much gas has lost sufficient thermal energy to form a cool phase soon. The majority of the gas has a higher temperature and lower density, which corresponds to a longer t c,0 . Only at a much later time (lower panel) does some gas reaches a short enough t c,0 . At 340 Myr, the distribution of density and temperature lie above the initial condition. This implies that the overall gas has been heated considerably, and thus the thermal pressure is above the initial value.
A parameter survey for multiphase gas
Besides the illustrated cases with T = 3 × 10 6 K and 10 7 K above, we extend the parameter space to a wide Figure 6 . Same as the lower panel of Fig. 3 , but for the run n0.08-T1e7. The upper panel is for t = 120 Myr (slightly before tc,0=133 Myr), and the lower is for t = 340 Myr (somewhat before t multi =370 Myr). The stars indicate the initial condition. range of n, and, in particular, have two additional simulations with T = 6 × 10 6 K and 3 × 10 7 K with the same n = 0.02 cm −3 . All these simulations have the fiducial H/C =1.02. We find that all these runs eventually develop multiphase gas, demonstrating the universality of such an outcome, even under the uneven heating of Type Ia SNe.
The time at which the cool gas forms, though, varies. Fig. 7 shows t multi /t c,0 for all the simulations. The ratio t multi /t c,0 increases monotonically with increasing T . For the case with the highest temperature T = 3 × 10 7 K, cool gas forms at about 4.4t c,0 . For the same T , the dependence of t multi /t c,0 on n is quite small. For example, all runs with T = 3 × 10 6 K develop a cool phase within t c,0 , even when n varies by a factor of 40. This is also shown by the four runs with T = 10 7 K: when n increases by a factor of 16, t multi /t c,0 only decreases very mildly from 3.2 to 2.6. We will discuss the possible reason for the delay of cooling in the next section.
The fiducial run assumes a rough balance of heating and cooling, i.e., H/C =1.02. How robust is the formation of cool phase to an increase in H/C? To investigate that, we vary the SN rate for n0.02-T3e6 and n0.32-T1e7. We vary H/C from 0.8-1.8. Fig. 8 shows the time when the multiphase gas forms, t multi as a function of H/C. For n0.02-T3e6, the multiphase is persistent when H/C is 1.4. The time when the cool phase first occurs is delayed as H/C increases. When H/C =1.4, t multi is almost twice the value for H/C =1.02. When H/C= 1.8, the cool phase does not occur within the duration of simulation, which is 4 t c,0 . For n0.32-T1e7, a similar trend with H/C is seen. When H/C = 1.4, t multi > 4t c,0 . Note that even when H/C = 0.8, i.e., the cooling rate is higher than the heating, the cool phase still does not develop until after 2t c,0 .
The correlation between t c,0 /t multi / and H/C suggests that forming cool phase is more difficult with more intense heating, which makes intuitive sense. Though, from Eq. 8, the onset of the cool phase should not de- pend on H/C. We will discuss the delay of cooling in more detail in Section 4.4.
Turbulent mixing
We found in the previous section that the formation time of the cool phase is delayed from the idealized calculation of Eq. 8. The delay is longer when the medium has a higher temperature. In this section, we will discuss turbulent mixing as an important cause of this delay.
Feedback from SNe not only heats the gas, but also induces motions. In a static, uniform medium, SN explosions will drive spherical, outward shocks. Due to the pressure of the ambient medium, the blast waves will decay into sound waves. As the blast and/or sound waves from explosions at different locations interact with each other, the medium becomes turbulent. Turbulence tends to mix material and energy, therefore transporting heat from SN bubbles to the ambient medium. Gas that is not directly heated by SN-driven blast waves can be heated by this turbulent heat transport. With this extra heating, it takes longer for the gas to cool down. Indeed, turbulent mixing has been suggested as a way to suppress thermal instability (e.g. Banerjee & Sharma 2014) . In our cases, the cool phase does form eventually, but we argue that mixing postpones the onset of it.
To quantify turbulent mixing, we use "color" to trace where SN ejecta goes, which is a proxy for the region that is covered by SN bubbles 3 . If there is no mixing at all, and the domain of SN heating is approximated by a sphere with a radius R fade , then according to Eq. 6, the volume fraction that is not heated by any SN bubble, f unh , decays exponentially with time.
With turbulent motions, the actual f unh declines faster than what is predicted by Eq. 6. To find gas that is not heated by any SN bubbles, we have chosen a sufficiently small value of SN color density as a cutoff,
where κ = 4.4 × 10 −4 . This chosen value of κ is sufficiently small that the results are insensitive to the precise value used. In Fig. 9 , the dashed line shows f unh as a function of time according to Eq. 6, while the solid lines show the actual f unh , for the two example runs, n0.02-T3e6, and n0.02-T3e7. The solid lines are well below the dashed line. Furthermore, the way that f unh declines deviates from a simple power-law and declines much faster at later time. We use the timescale t d to empirically quantify the decline of f unh , which we take to be the time when f unh equals 1/e. 3 Strictly speaking, "color" does not trace SN heating precisely. "Color" tracks the SNe ejecta, which is confined by the contact discontinuity, whereas the energy of SNe is passed on to all shocked regions. Since the shock front runs ahead of the contact discontinuity, the shocked volume is larger than the "color"polluted one. In reality, though, the blast wave pushes the majority of shocked material into a thin layer behind the shock front Sedov (1959) , therefore the contact discontinuity may not be wellresolved. The shock front and the "color" front are almost identical in practice. When the shock wave decays into a sound wave, the "color" front stops moving, while the sound wave keeps going outward; therefore, the two fronts decouple.
For n0.02-T3e6, t d = 20 Myr, and t c,0 /t d ≈ 4.5; for n0.02-T1e7, t d = 61 Myr, and t c,0 /t d ≈ 9. The ratio t c,0 /t d indicates the effectiveness of mixing as a way to spread SN heating, relative to radiative cooling. Larger ratios indicate more efficient mixing, leading to a longer delay in the development of the cool phase. Fig. 10 shows t c,0 /t d for all simulations with H/C = 1.02. The value of t c,0 /t d ranges from 4-12, indicating that t d is much smaller than t c,0 and that turbulent mixing is generally important. The ratio increases with increasing temperature and decreasing density, but is more sensitive to the former. For example, when increasing the temperature by a factor of 10 for the runs with n0.08, from 3×10 6 to 3×10 7 K, the ratio changes from 3.7 to 10.6. When increasing the density by a factor of 16 for the run with T = 10 7 K, the ratio only decreases mildly from 8.8 to 5.5. This trend is very similar to what is found in Fig. 7 . The similarity of the patterns in Fig. 7 and 10 indicates that turbulent mixing is effective in delaying formation of cool phase for a higher temperature medium. The increase of t c,0 /t d also is also seen when H/C is larger, confirming that mixing contributes to the delayed cooling shown in Fig. 8 .
In this paper, we have established the relation between the delayed cooling and the turbulent mixing by measuring t d empirically. In Paper II, where we investigate the turbulence structure of hot ISM in detail, we will present a theoretical model for t d based on simple physical arguments.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a new mechanism of forming cool gas in a hot ISM of quiescent galaxies and galaxy clusters. The cool gas can form due to the stochastic heating of SNe Ia. Through numerical simulations, we demonstrate that a multiphase gas forms universally, although turbulent mixing is playing a role in delaying the cooling to a few times the cooling time. In this section, we discuss what is still missing from our idealized simulations, the ramifications of our results to the evolution of the systems and to observations, and implications for cosmological simulations.
Missing physics
As discussed in Section 4.4, turbulent mixing can transport heat to gas that is not directly heated by SN bubbles, therefore smoothing the uneven heating by random SNe. In our idealized simulation setup, the only driver of turbulence is SNe themselves. In real galaxies, other processes can also contribute to the turbulence, such as galaxy mergers (Paul 2009; Iapichino et al. 2017 ) and AGN feedback (Gaspari et al. 2012a; Valentini & Brighenti 2015; Wang et al. 2019 ). These pro- Figure 10 . Ratio of the cooling time to the empirical mixing time, tc,0/t d for all simulations with H/C = 1.02. Each simulation is represented by one circle on the scatter plot. The two axes indicate the two input parameters of each run. The ratio increases with temperature, suggesting that mixing is stronger for hotter medium.
cesses may contribute significantly to mixing depending on the magnitude of the turbulence they drive. Unfortunately, turbulent velocities and the relevant driving scales are poorly constrained by current observations of the hot gas in elliptical galaxies (Ogorzalek et al. 2017) . In Paper II, we will discuss the SNe-driven turbulence in these systems in more detail, and compare them to the theoretical estimates of the turbulence driven by other processes.
Thermal conduction is another mechanism of heat transport (Spitzer 1956) . Conduction may thus delay the formation of the cool phase. After the formation of the cool phase, depending on the size of cool clumps, thermal conduction can result in evaporation of the clouds or condensation of hot gas onto the cloud (Cowie & McKee 1977) . However, our resolution is far coarser than the Field length, therefore thermal conduction cannot be self-consistently modeled. Additionally, the cool clumps are as small as a few cells, thus not wellresolved in these simulations. So the amount of cool gas once multiphase gas appears may not be accurate. Dedicated simulations resolving the conductive layer and cool clumps are needed to further study this problem (e.g. Borkowski et al. 1990; Ferrara & Shchekinov 1993; Brüggen & Scannapieco 2016; Liang & Remming 2018) . Our simulations only model a patch of the ISM in elliptical galaxies. Gravitational fields and gas stratification are not included. In a realistic environment with gravi- Figure 11 . Pressure versus specific entropy at t =50 Myr (≈ 0.56tc,0) for n0.02-T3e6. The star indicates the initial condition. The pressure is largely in equilibrium while the entropy shows a large span by more than one order of magnitude. The inhomogeneity in entropy implies that gas may stratify in presence of gravity. tational stratification, SN bubbles have a lower density than the ambient medium and tend to rise because of the buoyancy force; similarly, the unheated gas has a relatively higher density and tends to sink (Mathews 1990 ). Fig. 11 shows the phase diagram of gas pressure and specific entropy for n0.02-T3e6. The snapshot is taken at t=50 Myr, which is about 0.56 t c,0 , when the cool phase has not formed yet. The initial condition is indicated by the star. The pressure has a very narrow range within a factor of a few. But the specific entropy already spans a factor of > 30. The range is similar to the observed range for radii over two logarithmic scales: R = 0.1 − 10 kpc (see Fig. 1 of Voit et al. 2015) . When stratification is present, a gas parcel that has a different specific entropy from the environment will move in the gravitational potential, until its entropy matches that of the ambient medium (if not considering mixing and cooling/heating).
The effect of buoyancy damping on thermal instability in a stratified medium has been studied extensively in recent years (see Voit et al. 2017, and references therein) . Due to the lack of gravity in our simulations, the conditions that we find for thermal instability to develop can be considered necessary but not sufficient in real galaxies with gravity. That is, if buoyancy damping is effective (i.e., when the cooling timescale is significantly longer than the dynamical timescale), the instability that can grow in our idealized box will likely be damped via buoyancy oscillation in a stratified medium.
One implication of the stratification is the metal transport. These high-entropy SN bubbles are metalenriched, and if mixing is not efficient, the rising of SN bubbles may preferentially distribute metals outside the central regions of the galaxy (Tang et al. 2009; Voit et al. 2015) . This effect cannot be captured in our simulations with periodic boundary conditions, but would be very interesting to investigate in future studies that include gravity and gas stratification.
Ramifications of the results
A cool phase can form due to the random heating of SNe Ia. The cool clumps, once formed, will fall toward the center of the galaxy/galaxy cluster. Cool gas produced by this mechanism may be an important source for the observed multiphase systems. The cool gas could then form stars, and/or be accreted to the central supermassive black hole and fuel the active galactic nuclei (Ciotti & Ostriker 2007; Choi et al. 2012; Li et al. 2015c; Yuan et al. 2018) . These processes consume the cool phase, and in turn inject energy back to the system.
Since SNe Ia heat and metal-enrich the medium at the same time, the chemical abundance of the cool phase would be smaller than that of the hot medium, since the cool phase develops as a result of being missed by any SNe. The mean abundance difference between gas covered by SN bubbles and the cool phase is ∆Z = M met,Ia /M (R fade ), the ratio between the metal mass ejected by a SN Ia and the enclosed mass within R fade . Assuming the cool phase has a metallicity (metal mass fraction) of Z 0 , the percentage difference of metallicity is thus
where E SN = 10 51 erg is assumed for the second equality. This equation can apply to either the metallicity including all elements, or a certain element (such as iron) when Z and M met,Ia are replaced by the corresponding quantities for that element. Eq. 10 emphasizes the abundance difference between the hot and the cool, and indicates that the difference is more prominent when the ISM is hotter and/or has a smaller Z 0 . In addition, the cool phase forms at different epochs and locations of galaxies would have different chemical abundances. This at least partly explains the observed diversity of metallicity of cool gas in early-type galaxies (e.g. Sarzi et al. 2006 ).
Implications for cosmological simulations
In current cosmological simulations, due to the coarse resolution, SNe feedback can only be included as a subgrid model. As a result, the above mechanism for forming a cool phase due to uneven heating is not captured. The modeling of feedback from SNe Ia in these simulations is quite simple, usually as a heating term. The amount of heating for each volume (or mass) element in one time step is just the total energy from SNe that would have exploded within that time step, which is related to the stellar density and age. If the added SNe energy is larger than the energy loss due to radiative cooling (n 2 Λ∆t), then the thermal energy of this element will increase, and will not form any cool gas. Therefore, cosmological simulations miss an important way to produce the cool phase. Furthermore, due to the large inhomogeneity of the hot gas ( Fig. 3 and 6) , the actual cooling rate of the medium deviates from n 2 Λ(T ), where n and T are the averaged quantities (averaged over the large length and math scales resolved in such simulations). This effect is investigated in more detail in Paper II.
To capture the real impact of SNe feedback, the resolution requirement is that R fade be resolved by at least a few computational cells. Note that for a typical warm/cool ISM in spiral galaxies, one needs to resolve the cooling radius R cool to capture SN feedback (Simpson et al. 2014; Kim & Ostriker 2015; Li et al. 2015a ). But in a hot ISM in elliptical galaxies, R fade R cool (Appendix 3), thus a general condition for the resolution would be resolving min(R fade ,R cool ) by 3-10 cells. For typical conditions in elliptical galaxies, R fade ranges from 20-150 pc ( Table 1) , meaning that the spatial resolution has to be a fraction of that, which is beyond current computing capabilities. That said, doing so in smaller systems like galactic bulges and dwarf elliptical systems are possible (e.g. Tang et al. 2009 ); and thanks to the rapid development of computing facilities, simulating the whole massive elliptical system with resolved SNe Ia feedback would be possible within a few years.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose that uneven heating by randomly-located Type Ia SNe is a mechanism that can produce a cool phase in the hot ISM of elliptical galaxies. We run a series of numerical simulations modeling a part of the hot ISM to test this idea. The major conclusions are the following:
(1) With radiative cooling, uneven heating from Type Ia SNe almost always leads to the formation of a cool phase. Gas that is not heated by SN bubbles will cool down in roughly the cooling timescale t c,0 . This mecha- Figure A1 . Cooling curve adopted in this paper. nism is at work even when the overall heating rate, H, is larger than the radiative cooling rate, C.
(2) When the hot medium has a higher temperature, the formation time of the cool phase is delayed until a few cooling times have elapsed.
(3) The formation of the cool phase is delayed as H/C increases. Yet the cool phase still develops within 4t c,0 when H is as high as 1.2-1.4C.
(4) Turbulent mixing transports heat from SN bubbles to the ambient medium. We attribute the delay of the cooling to an increased level of turbulent mixing.
(5) This mechanism of forming a cool phase in a hot atmosphere cannot be captured in cosmological simulations, because they are generally unable to resolve individual SN remnants.
Future work is required to better understand this mechanism within more accurate conditions featuring gravitational stratification, magnetic fields, conduction and other relevant physical phenomena.
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B. CONDITION FOR FORMING A COOLING SHELL OF SNR
Below we discuss the critical condition for whether the cooling phase is present or not. The evolution of a spherical blast wave in the energy-conserving phase is indicated by the Sedov-Taylor solution (Taylor 1950; Sedov 1959) , where R shock is the radius of the shock front, E SN is the energy released by a SN, ρ is the density of the ambient medium, and the constant β ≈ 1.15 for an adiabatic index γ =5/3 (e.g. Sedov 1959 ). The cooling radius of a SN-induced blast wave can be obtained through the equation
where t dyn is the dynamical time of the shock from Eq. B1, i.e., (R 5 ρ/E SN /β) 0.5 , and t cool,s is the cooling time of the shock front, 3k b T µ/(4ρΛ), in which µ is the mean molecular weight, k b is the Boltzmann constant, Λ is the temperaturedependent cooling rate, and T is the post-shock temperature. The term 4ρ is from assuming the strong-shock limit -the density jump across the shock is a factor of 4. Assuming a power-law cooling curve Λ(T ) = 1.1×10 −22 erg cm 3 s −1 T −0.7 6 for 10 5 < T < 10 7.3 K (Draine 2011), where T 6 = T /10 6 K, the shock radius at which cooling becomes important is R cool,s = 23.7pc n −0.42
where n 1 = ρ/µ/1cm −3 , E 51 = E SN /10 51 erg. The condition for a blast wave to fade away before it cools is simply
Combining Eq. 3, B3, and B4, one gets n < n crit ,
where n crit = 0.11 cm −3 (T 6 /α) 3.85 E −0.50
51
.
Eq. B6 shows n crit increases sharply with T . For T = 10 4 K, n crit = 2.2 × 10 −9 cm −3 , whereas for T = 10 7 K, n crit = 780 cm −3 . So in the ISM of disk galaxies, the cooling shell forms first, whereas in the hot and tenuous ISM of elliptical galaxies, the the blast waves fade into sound waves first. In simulations presented in this paper, T ranges from 3 × 10 6 − 3 × 10 7 K, and n from 2 × 10 −3 -0.3 cm −3 . We did not observe the cool shell formation at the shock fronts for any of our runs. This is consistent with Eq. B5, B6.
C. RESOLUTION CHECK
We run a high-resolution simulation n0.02-T3e6-hr, in which the spatial resolution is half the fiducial value. The high-resolution run lasts for 1.6 t c,0 (t c,0 = 90 Myr). The formation time of the cool phase t multi for the high-resolution run, 82 Myr, agrees very well with that of the fiducial run, 79 Myr. Fig. A3 compares several quantities, including the energy (total E tot , thermal E th and kinetic E k ) in the box, and the gas mass in hot (T > 2 × 10 4 K) and cool (T < 2 × 10 4 K) phases as a function of time. The thermal and total energy in the two runs start to deviate when it is close t multi , but overall they agree to within 10%. The difference in kinetic energy starts early on, and remains at about 10-20% level. The amount of cool gas also agrees at about 12%, once it forms. The largest difference is the empirical mixing time, t d (listed in Table 1 ): the high-resolution run has a longer t d ≈ 28 Myr, compared to t d ≈ 20 Myr for the fiducial case. This is due to the smaller numerical diffusion for the high-resolution case. Of course, the structure of the cool gas is under-resolved, even in the higher resolution simulations.
